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The Dichotomy of Influence

• Tension exists between the global influence 
of mass media and the local influence of 
social structures.

• How does information transmitted by the 
mass media interact with the inherent 
personal influence of social networks?



The rise of the 
24-hour News Cycle

• Social media means the dichotomy between 
global and local influence is evaporating.

• The speed of media reporting and 
discussion has intensified, leading to a rapid 
progression of stories with no pauses.

• These factors have led to the creation of 
the 24-hour News Cycle.



24-hour News Cycle

• A succession of story lines that evolve and 
compete for attention within a relatively 
stable set of broader topics produce a 
dynamic effect called the news cycle.

• What is another word for these competing 
story lines?



Memes

• A meme is a unit of cultural ideas, symbols or 
practices, which is transmitted from one mind 
to another.

• Memes are regarded as cultural analogues to 
genes, in that they self-replicate, compete, and 
respond to selective pressures.



Important Questions...

• How do memes travel between blogs and 
mass media outlets?

• How do memes grow and decay?

• Can we model the dynamics of the 24-hour 
news cycle?



What this paper offers

• Methods for identification of unique memes in 
on-line text (meme clustering)

• Analysis of memetic interplay between blogs and 
mass media outlets (global meme analysis)

• Analysis of meme growth and decay over some 
finite lifespan (local meme analysis)

• Introduction of a model for representing the 
dynamics of a news cycle (global meme modeling)



Data set



Terminology
item - a blog post or news article

phrase - a quoted string that occurs in one or more items

phrase graph - a graph where each node is a phrase variant, and 
directed edges connect related phrases

phrase cluster - collections of phrases deemed to be close textual 
variants of one another



Memetic Mutations

• Memes may undergo slight mutations over 
time; to recognize a meme is to recognize a 
cluster of all of its mutational variants.



Variations in Phrases



Meme Clustering
Purpose:  To produce phrase clusters which represent 
a discrete meme and all of its mutational variants so 
the meme can be tracked in on-line text.

This is a two-step process:

(1) Given a meme, build a phrase graph.

(2) Partition this graph into subgraphs of phrase 
clusters.



Phrase Graph
Pre-processing

lower bound L on word-length of phrases

lower bound M on the frequency of a phrase within the corpus

upper bound ϵ on the fraction of all occurrences that some phrase P
occupies within any single item (to eliminate spam)

In this application:
ϵ = 0.25, L = 4, M = 10



Phrase Graph
Building the graph:

G is constructed on the set of quoted phrases

Edges (p,q) are included for every pair of nodes p, q such 
that p is strictly shorter than q, or there is at least a k-
word consecutive overlap between p and q

Vertices represent each variation of a phrase

For each edge, a weight w is specified which decreases in 
the distance from p to q, and increases in the frequency of 
q in the corpus.



Phrase Graph



Phrase Graph



Phrase Graph



Phrase Partitioning



Phrase Partitioning



Phrase Cluster!



Global Analysis

thread - for a given phrase cluster, a thread is the set of all items 
(news articles or blog posts) containing some phrase from the 
cluster

The top 50 threads for the period Aug. 1 2009 - Oct. 31 2009 are 
plotted in order to measure temporal variation. 

The area of each thread corresponds to the number of unique 
occurrences of that thread at a specific point in time.



Top 50 Threads,  Aug - Oct 2009



Modeling the News Cycle



Modeling the News Cycle
t = 1,  2,  3,  ... ,  T

N media sources;  each reports on a single thread in a 
given time-step

each given source N chooses a thread j with probability 
proportional to:

is the number of stories previously written about thread j

is the time when j was first produced

is an exponentially decaying recency function

is a monotonically increasing imitation function



Modeling the News Cycle



Local Analysis

Given some thread p, its peak time is defined as the median of the 
times at which p occurred in the data set.

To study birth and decay of memes, the peak times of 1,000 
phrase-clusters were calculated. The volume curves were plotted 
and normalized to t = 0.

Given some thread p, its volume at a time t is simply the number 
of items it contains with time-stamp t.



Local Analysis



Interaction of News & Blogs



Relative Speed of Blogs



News “Pulse”



Questions?


